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IN OFFERTA LANCIO! Consigli e segreti dalle antiche tradizioni di sempre, con prodotti
naturali per casa, cucina e salute.
The first book to devote serious attention to questions of scale in contemporary sculpture, this
study considers the phenomenon within the interlinked cultural and socio-historical framework
of the legacies of postmodern theory and the growth of global capitalism. In particular, the book
traces the impact of postmodern theory on concepts of measurement and exaggeration, and
analyses the relationship between this philosophy and the sculptural trend that has developed
since the early 1990s.
Originally published: Dorking, Surrey: Templar Publishing, c2015.
How regional Italian cuisine became the main ingredient in the nation's political and cultural
development.
The definitive biography of the brilliant, charismatic, and very human physicist and innovator
Enrico Fermi In 1942, a team at the University of Chicago achieved what no one had before: a
nuclear chain reaction. At the forefront of this breakthrough stood Enrico Fermi. Straddling the
ages of classical physics and quantum mechanics, equally at ease with theory and experiment,
Fermi truly was the last man who knew everything--at least about physics. But he was also a
complex figure who was a part of both the Italian Fascist Party and the Manhattan Project, and
a less-than-ideal father and husband who nevertheless remained one of history's greatest
mentors. Based on new archival material and exclusive interviews, The Last Man Who Knew
Everything lays bare the enigmatic life of a colossus of twentieth century physics.

Fried, baked, boiled, mashed, or any way you prepare them, potatoes are
everyone's favorite food! These tasty, stunningly photographed recipes take
readers on a culinary journey through 50 fabulous dishes, both classic and
imaginative, including Potato and Bacon Tartlets, Gnocchi filled with Taleggio,
Scallops with Potatoes and Porcini Mushrooms, Potato Polenta, and Sweet
Potato Pudding.
From Michelin-starred winners to farmers who learned everything from the
internet, you will learn how 22 chefs from around the world have built and grown
their businesses from scratch. In these enlightening and practical recipes for
success, they will openly talk about unexpected challenges and painful setbacks
that they had to overcome to get to the top. What is more, at the end of each
chapter you will find an exclusive recipe shared by the featured chef. So, along
with the encouragement to follow your dreams, you will be able to literally
experience what success tastes like. “The greatest chefs, just as the greatest
artists, have built their success stories on passion, humility, and hard work. Most
of them had a greater dream of becoming the best they could be and leaving
their mark on this world.”
...the sin of an old man is equal to about two sins of a young man. The fable-like
story of an old man's sexual obsession with a young woman is a distillation of
Italo Svevo's concerns--attraction of an older man to a younger woman, individual
conscience versus social convention, and the cost of sexual desire. This novella
is a marvel of psychological insight, following the man's vacillations and tortuous
self-justifications to their tragic-comic end. It is presented here in a translation
first commissioned and published by Virginia Woolf for her Hogarth Press. The
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Art of The Novella Series Too short to be a novel, too long to be a short story, the
novella is generally unrecognized by academics and publishers. Nonetheless, it
is a form beloved and practiced by literature's greatest writers. In the Art Of The
Novella series, Melville House celebrates this renegade art form and its
practitioners with titles that are, in many instances, presented in book form for the
first time.
A captivating journey through off-the-beaten-path French wine country with 100
simple yet exquisite recipes, 150 sumptuous photographs, and stories inspired by
life in a small village. “Francophiles, this book is pure Gallic food porn.” —The
Wall Street Journal Readers everywhere fell in love with Mimi Thorisson, her
family, and their band of smooth fox terriers through her blog, Manger, and debut
cookbook, A Kitchen in France. In French Country Cooking, the family moves to
an abandoned old château in Médoc. While shopping for local ingredients,
cooking, and renovating the house, Mimi meets the farmers and artisans who
populate the village and learns about the former owner of the house, an
accomplished local cook. Here are recipes inspired by this eccentric cast of
characters, including White Asparagus Soufflé, Wine Harvest Pot au Feu,
Endives with Ham, and Salted Butter Chocolate Cake. Featuring evocative
photographs taken by Mimi’s husband, Oddur Thorisson, and illustrated
endpapers, this cookbook is a charming jaunt to an untouched corner of France
that has thus far eluded the spotlight.
"Discover the secrets of risotto. Learn how to make creamy dishes of perfectly
cooked rice gently flavoured with herbs, vegetables or meat. Here you will find
classic risottos from every region of Italy, plus a few modern dishes too. Each
recipe is graded for difficulty as level 1, 2 or 3, with almost all falling into the first
two categories."--BOOK JACKET.
'Nowhere, beloved, can world be but within us' Rainer Maria Rilke (1875-1926) is
one of the leading poets of European Modernism, and one of the greatest
twentieth-century lyric poets in German. From The Book of Hours in 1905 to the
Sonnets of Orpheus written in 1922, his poetry explores themes of death, love,
and loss. He strives constantly to interrogate the relationship between his art and
the world around him, moving from the neo-romantic and the mystic towards the
precise craft of expressing the everyday in poetry. This bilingual edition fully
reflects Rilke's poetic development. It contains the full text of the Duino Elegies
and the Sonnets to Orpheus, selected poems from The Book of Images, New
Poems, and earlier volumes, and from the uncollected poetry 1906-26. The
translations are accurate, sensitive, and nuanced, and are accompanied by an
introduction and notes that elucidate Rilke's poetic practice and his central role in
modern poetry. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford World's
Classics has made available the widest range of literature from around the globe.
Each affordable volume reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing
the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert
introductions by leading authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text, up-to-date
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bibliographies for further study, and much more.
The dough is undoubtedly the most important element to making a good quality
pizza, however, it is vital that the dough is treated correctly and that the
fundamental steps of proper maturation and leavening are respected. The
maturation of the dough is the result of a process known as "enzymatic
hydrolysis", but what are the enzymes that intervene in the splitting of complex
parts thus enabling them to be more easily assimilated by the body? What
techniques must we adopt to achieve this result? Is it better to use a direct or an
indirect dough method? Can we get dough maturation at room temperature?
Teaching the art of pizza, as well as practicing it as a profession, has led me to
translate one of my books. I wanted to give concrete answers to these kinds of
questions. My approach takes into account the science based biochemical
aspects of dough making and combines it with loads of useful practical advice. A
whole chapter has been dedicated to recipes for dough preparation, both direct
and indirect methods, combined with specific maturation techniques.
Riso e risotti. Ediz. illustrataI rimedi della nonnaEdiz. illustrataLibraria Editrice
S.r.l.
Maxine Clark’s authentic collection of the best risottos Italy has to offer features
both popular favorites and lesser known dishes. An introduction to Simple
Risottos shows how to create a basic White Risotto step-by-step and includes a
Pesto Risotto and Saffron Risotto. Ideas for risottos with Vegetables include
Butternut Squash, Sage and Chile Risotto; Fennel and Black Olive Risotto; and
Wild Mushroom Risotto. Try an extra indulgent dish with Cheese & Eggs—choose
from Mozzarella and Sun-blushed Tomato Risotto with Basil; Gorgonzola and
Ricotta Risotto with Crisp Sage Leaves, or Truffled Egg Risotto. Recipes for
Poultry & Game include Chicken Liver Risotto with Vin Santo and Duck Risotto
with Wilted Spinach. Hearty and satisfying options with Meat, Sausage, & Bacon
are Salami and Borlotti Bean Risotto or Risotto with Red Wine, Mushrooms, and
Pancetta. A selection of lighter Fish & Seafood recipes features Caper Risotto
with Grilled Tuna and Salmoriglio Sauce and Crab and Chile Risotto. Other Ways
with Risotto includes variations on the risotto theme such as Rice croquettes with
Tomato Sauce and delicious sweet ideas for rice. • A collection of authentic
risottos from Italy, including more than 50 classic recipes for meat, fish and
seafood, vegetables, and cheese. • Food writer and cookery teacher Maxine
Clark is a bestselling author for Ryland Peters & Small—Tarts has sold more than
63,000 copies. • Features mouthwatering photography by award-winning
photographer Martin Brigdale.
Een jonge vrouw met een adviesrubriek bij een krant begint vrouwen te helpen
voor zichzelf op te komen en start een ludieke missie om wraak te nemen op
haar ex-partners.
"Imagine a world in which every single person on the planet is given free access to the sum of
all human knowledge. That's what we're doing." --Jimmy Wales With more than 2,000,000
individual articles on everything from Aa! (a Japanese pop group) to Zzyzx, California, written
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by an army of volunteer contributors, Wikipedia is the #8 site on the World Wide Web. Created
(and corrected) by anyone with access to a computer, this impressive assemblage of
knowledge is growing at an astonishing rate of more than 30,000,000 words a month. Now for
the first time, a Wikipedia insider tells the story of how it all happened--from the first glimmer of
an idea to the global phenomenon it's become. Andrew Lih has been an administrator (a
trusted user who is granted access to technical features) at Wikipedia for more than four years,
as well as a regular host of the weekly Wikipedia podcast. In The Wikipedia Revolution, he
details the site's inception in 2001, its evolution, and its remarkable growth, while also
explaining its larger cultural repercussions. Wikipedia is not just a website; it's a global
community of contributors who have banded together out of a shared passion for making
knowledge free. Featuring a Foreword by Wikipedia founder Jimmy Wales and an Afterword
that is itself a Wikipedia creation.
Textbook that uniquely integrates physics and chemistry in the study of atmospheric
thermodynamics for advanced single-semester courses.
Recipes and stories to learn all about Japan's food culture. Recipes, anecdotes, histories and
stories, maps, techniques, stylings, utensils, native ingredients -- this is a colorful invitation to
discover the look and aromas and flavors of Japan. How to make sushi? What is the traditional
method of making miso soup? How do you make a full Japanese meal? What are the most
frequently cooked dishes in the izakaya? How do you garnish and pack a bento box? Here are
the answers in a charmingly, and beautifully, illustrated paperback book. From how to use
Japanese knives, chopsticks and cooking vessels, to familiar and unusual seafood (and
seaweed!), Japanese vegetables, fruits and soy, the illustrations are clear, atmospheric and
empowering. The text runs from ingredients and places to buy them, to simple dishes and
whole meals. The design is really fun, and this is a handbook every cook will want to own -- or
give to friends and family.
Mimi explores the beautiful coasts and countrysides of Italy in this lavishly photographed
cookbook featuring simple, authentic recipes inspired by the country's devoted producers and
rich food heritage. “A tribute to the home cooking of real families across the country.”—The
Wall Street Journal NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY FOOD
NETWORK Beloved for her gorgeous cookbooks A Kitchen in France and French Country
Cooking, Mimi Thorisson, along with her lively family and smooth fox terriers in tow, immersed
readers in the warmth of their convivial lives in rural France. In their newest cookbook, the
Thorissons pause their lives in the idyllic French countryside to start a new adventure in Italy
and satisfy their endless curiosity and passion for the magic of Italian cooking. Old World
Italian captures their journey and the culinary treasures they discovered. From Tuscany to
Umbria to Naples and more, Mimi dives into Italy’s diverse regional cuisines and shares 100
recipes for authentic, classic dishes, enriched by conversations with devoted local food experts
who share their timeworn techniques and stories. You'll indulge in dishes culled from across
the country, such as plump agnolotti bathed in sage and butter from the north, the tomato-rich
ragùs and pastas of the southwest, and the multifaceted, seafood-laden cuisine of Sicily. The
mysteries of Italian food culture will unravel as you learn to execute a perfect Neapolitan-style
pizza at home or make the most sublime yet elemental cacio e pepe. Full of local color, history,
and culture, plus evocative, sumptuous photography shot by Mimi’s husband, Oddur
Thorisson, Old World Italian transports you to a seat at the family’s table in Italy, where you
may never want to leave.
The end-all-be-all guide to ramen as told by the iconoclastic New Yorker whose unlikely life
story led him to open Tokyo’s top ramen shop—featuring 44 recipes! “What Ivan Orkin does
not know about noodles is not worth knowing.”—Anthony Bourdain While scores of people line
up outside American ramen powerhouses like Momofuku Noodle Bar, chefs and food writers in
the know revere Ivan Orkin's traditional Japanese take on ramen. Ivan Ramen chronicles
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Orkin's journey from dyed-in-the-wool New Yorker to the chef and owner of one of Japan's
most-loved ramen restaurants, Ivan Ramen. His passion for ramen is contagious, his story
fascinating, and his recipes to-die-for, including the complete, detailed recipe for his signature
Shio Ramen, master recipes for the fundamental types of ramen, and some of his most
popular ramen variations. Likely the only chef in the world with the knowledge and access to
convey such a candid look at Japanese cuisine to a Western audience, Orkin is perfectly
positioned to author what will be the ultimate English-language overview on ramen and all of its
components. Ivan Ramen will inspire you to forge your own path, give you insight into
Japanese culture, and leave you with a deep appreciation for what goes into a seemingly
simple bowl of noodles.
Explore the hyperlocal approach of acclaimed chef Norbert Niederkofler, from his home in
South Tyrol in the Italian Alps to the world and back. Norbert Niederkofler has dedicated his life
and work to South Tyrol's culture and cuisine. He translates the beauty and vivid character of
the mountains into his dishes at St. Hubertus, the only Michelin 3-starred restaurant with
completely regional cuisine. Niederkofler's philosophy, summarized as "Cook the Mountain," is
to choose local and seasonal ingredients only after talking to the producers and growers in
person and to honor the ingredients by keeping food waste to a minimum. In the first volume of
this 2-book set, brilliant photographs reveal both unspoiled landscapes and the agricultural and
architectural changes humans have made in the past millennia. Striking portraits of locals
capture the people and producers Niederkofler works with. Breathtaking food photography
conveys the stunning ingredients and creations that Niederkofler develops. The second volume
includes 80 of Niederkofler's recipes, divided into the four seasons to reflect his ethos of
sustainability. Taken together, Cook the Mountain showcases the unique terroir and cuisine of
South Tyrol through the eyes of Niederkofler, who has embraced his home and given it a new
culinary identity.
Located in the heel of the Italian boot, the Salento region was home to a diverse population
between the ninth and fifteenth centuries. Inhabitants spoke Latin, Greek, and various
vernaculars, and their houses of worship served sizable congregations of Jews as well as
Roman-rite and Orthodox Christians. Yet the Salentines of this period laid claim to a definable
local identity that transcended linguistic and religious boundaries. The evidence of their
collective culture is embedded in the traces they left behind: wall paintings and inscriptions,
graffiti, carved tombstone decorations, belt fittings from graves, and other artifacts reveal a
wide range of religious, civic, and domestic practices that helped inhabitants construct and
maintain personal, group, and regional identities. The Medieval Salento allows the reader to
explore the visual and material culture of a people using a database of over three hundred
texts and images, indexed by site. Linda Safran draws from art history, archaeology,
anthropology, and ethnohistory to reconstruct medieval Salentine customs of naming,
language, appearance, and status. She pays particular attention to Jewish and nonelite
residents, whose lives in southern Italy have historically received little scholarly attention. This
extraordinarily detailed visual analysis reveals how ethnic and religious identities can remain
distinct even as they mingle to become a regional culture.
Make the most of fresh produce all year round with more than 200 homemade soup recipes
organized by season. The Soup Book is packed with plenty of nourishing recipes for every
season. Try winter warmers such as parsnip and apple soup or French onion soup, enjoy a
light summer lunch of chilled cucumber soup with dill, and make a hearty borscht or pumpkin
soup in autumn. The recipes are organized first by season, and then by ingredient, so you can
easily find the ideal soup to suit the fresh ingredients you have to hand. Featuring recipes from
Raymond Blanc, Dan Barber, Alice Waters, and other supporters of The Soil Association, The
Soup Book offers plenty of recipe ideas and inspiration to fill your bowl. Each recipe is
accompanied by freezing times so that you can prepare your favorite recipes to enjoy later.
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This updated edition features brand-new and updated photography to accompany the book's
refreshed design. Make hearty, wholesome, and healthy soups all year round with The Soup
Book.
Starting with creating your own starter from scratch, she covers basic breadmaking techniques
accompanied by step-by-step photography so you can master the basics before going on to
experiment with different flavours for delicious and healthy breads. * Enjoy basic everyday
breads such as a Classic Sourdough or Malted Boule. * Savour sprouted grains in Kneipbrød
or Scandinavian Buckwheat, Rye & Treacle Sourdough. * Develop easily digestible doughs like
a Honey Porridge Loaf. * Experiment with water kefirs and fermented teas for Fig & Earl Grey
or Cherry Plum loaves. Laced with an abundance of flavour options and inspiring cultural
notes, Sourdough School celebrates the timeless craft of artisan baking.
Professor Cheng Man-Ch’ing regarded a set of five disciplines—the "five excellences"—to be
the mark of a well-rounded person: calligraphy, painting, poetry, t’ai chi, and medicine.
Although he is best known for his teachings on the martial arts (in particular, his highly
influential adaptation of t’ai chi), versatility was central to Cheng’s philosophy of life, and he
encourage his students to combine artistry with scholarship. This inspiring book is a
commentary on and working compendium of Cheng’s literary and pictorial interpretations of
these subjects. Of interest to aficionados of Chinese art, culture, and history, Master of Five
Excellences also offers internal techniques for practitioners of the martial arts, as Hennessy
provides an insight into the rarely-glimpsed creative side of Cheng Man-Ch’ing.
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